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The ChefAlarm is a professional cooking  
thermometer and timer which displays the 
countdown/up time, current temperature and 
simultaneously displays both the high/low  
alarms and max/min temperatures.

The timer is fully programmable, allowing the user  
to set the countdown/up time to/from 99 hours and 
59 minutes. The unit incorporates a large, easy-to-read 
LCD display with user selectable backlight and 
a loud audible alarm with adjustable volume to 92dB.

The ChefAlarm also includes a calibration function 
allowing the user to fine-tune the accuracy of the 
thermometer (±2.2 °C).  The unit is housed in a 
water-resistant casing and is designed to either 
sit on a worktop or attach to an appliance using 
the magnetic pads at the rear of the instrument.

Each unit is supplied in a zip wallet complete with a 
penetration probe (810-071) and probe holder clip.  
See opposite page for full probe specification.

CHEFALARM® THERMOMETER & TIMER

Order code Description
810-041 ChefAlarm - white
830-1 5 7 Protective zip wallet

Specification ChefAlarm
Range -50 to 300 °C
Resolution 0.1 °C/°F
Accuracy ±1 °C (-20 to 120 °C)
Battery & life 2 x 1.5 volt AAA - 5000 hours
Alarm volume <92dB
Sensor type Thermistor
Display Custom LCD
Dimensions 19 x 70 x 152 mm
Weight 165 grams

Interchangeable NTC thermistor probes
Programmable high/low alarm

Protective zip wallet (830-157)
Perfect for protecting and 
transporting your ETI instrument.
Dimensions 50 x 200 x 240 mm

TIMEWASH® TIMER

Order code Description
806-201 TimeWash timer

Encourages proper hand-washing procedures
Easily activated by a wave of the hand

This countdown TimeWash timer is designed  for 
use in restaurants, hospitals, schools and in any 
businesses where hand hygiene is critical.  The unit is 
easy to install and can be mounted on  a wall near the 
sink using Velcro (supplied) or  double-sided tape. 

The TimeWash timer is easily activated by a wave 
of the hand that starts the countdown timer. The 
large clear LCD acts as a visual progress monitor, 
and when the time is complete the user will hear 
a loud audible alarm indicating that their hand 
wash is complete.  Incorporating eight pre-set 
countdown times, 20, 30 and 40 seconds, 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 10 minutes, the set time button is discreetly 
positioned on the rear of the unit.    

The TimeWash timer is a great tool to encourage 
employees to take the time to properly wash their 
hands by giving them a visual cue.

Specification TimeWash Timer
Range (pre-set) 20, 30 and 40 seconds, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 10 

minutes

Resolution Seconds & Minutes
Accuracy 1% FS
Battery 2 x 1.5 volt AAA
Battery life 3 months
Display Custom LCD
Dimensions 20 x 91 x 101 mm
Weight 130 grams
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